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About our Institution: 

SRI VASAVI ENGINEERING COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS) stands among the 

top engineering colleges in the state of Andhra Pradesh. It was established in 

the year 2001 by Sri Vasavi Educational Society consisting of a group of 

educationists, industrialists and philanthropists with a desire to share the 

responsibilities of the society for the development of quality technical 

education .The college is offering U.G (B.TECH), PG (M.TECH , MBA) and 

Diploma(polytechnic) programmes. 

 
The College is Located at Pedatadepalli, a peaceful and pollution-free 

location, 5 km away from the main town Tadepalligudem, West Godavari 

District. The town is well known as the commercial hub of coastal Andhra 

Pradesh and is well connected by road (NH16) and rail (Chennai to Kolkata). 

The College has a spacious campus of 32 acres surrounded by verdant fields 

and coconut groves. 

 
The college has been continuing its journey with the help of a good number of 

Doctorates, well experienced and highly qualified faculty, research activities, 

very modish infrastructure, excellent placements and social service 

perspective. The college has nearly 4000 students. The accreditations of NBA 

and NAAC(A) are testimony of the all-round quality performance of the 

college. 

VISION: 

To be a premier technological institute striving for excellence with global 

perspective and commitment to the Nation. 

MISSION: 

 To produce Engineering graduates of professional quality and global 

perspective through Learner Centric education. 

 To establish linkages with government, industry and Research laboratories 

to promote R&D activities and to disseminate innovations. 

 To create an eco-system in the institute that leads to holistic 

development and ability for life-long learning. 
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            Psycho Social Support Cell - PSSC INAUGURATION AND WORKSHOP  

 
As per the guidelines of MAHATHMA GANDHI NATIONAL COUNCEL FOR 

RURAL EDUCATION(MGNCRE), Ministry Of Education, Govt.of India, Sri Vasavi 

Engineering College, Tadepalligudem formed  PSYCHO SOCIAL SUPPORT 

CELL(PSSC) and organized an online workshop on “ Guidance on Psycho-Social 

and Counseling skills” on 11/6/2021 through Google Meet. 

 

Mr.Suresh Jampa is appointed as Resource Person by MGNCRE to create an 

awareness on Psycho Social Counseling Skills among the students and faculty to 

serve the Covid-19 affected community in this pandemic situation. 

 

The Principal, Sri Vasavi Engineering College(A),Pedatadepalli,Tadepalligudem 

constituted a 6 men PSSC Committee as college NSS Program Officer is the 

coordinator .The Principal will be the advisor for this committee. 

 

The PSSC has following three Service Groups to serve the COVID-19 affected 

community. 

1. Psycho Emotional Service 

2. Medical Service 

3. Social Service 

The main objective of this workshop is to motivate the students and the faculty to 

serve the COVID-19 affected community from their home by sharing the information 

like availability of beds, oxygen, hospitals, food provision, ambulance service and 

the availability of online counseling to COVID affected patients.etc. 

 

Dr. Guduru VNSR Ratnakara Rao, Principal, Sri Vasavi Engineering College(A), 

Pedatadepalli delivered the opening remarks about workshop and motivated the 

students and faculty towards the purpose of  PSSC. He also remembered the 

services of Sri Vasavi Engineering College in this COVID pandemic situation. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Mr. N.Rajasekhar, HOD, BS&H, Coordinator of  PSSC motivated the students and 

faculty to serve the community affected by the COVID in his remarks. 

 
                     Moreover,  

Mr. SureshJampa, Resource person shared his experiences that  

1. The way how to deal with COVID affected community 

2. How to provide the necessary information by a simple way  

“CONTACT-CONNECT-CONTRIBUTE”. 

Healso explained every aspect of dealing with the covid patientslike how to 

speak, motivate and concern. 

A good number of students and faculty enthusiastically participated in this 

onlineworkshop organized by Sri Vasavi Engineering College (A), Pedatadepalli, 

Tadepalligudem. 

The workshop came out well with valuable outcomes. Now, the students 

formed as three groups 

1. Psycho –Emotional Service 

2. Medical Service 

3. Social Service, will work on this outcomes for 20 days and then a report 

will be documented by consolidating their personnel experiences with COVID 

affected community and submit the same to the Govt. of India through 

MGNCRE. 
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                       A Twenty Days Field Work on Covid 

           By  

           Volunteers of PSSC 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

                             Psycho Social Support Cell--PSSC 
                         REPORT ON 20 DAYS FIELD WORK 

 
The PSSC committee formed the following Three Service Groups to serve 

the   COVID-19 affected community .Each Service Group consists of one 

faculty coordinator and 13 students of both genders. 

 

1. Psycho Emotional Service 

2. Medical Service 

3. Social Service 

 

These three service groups have been worked in the field for 20 days 

from 05/06/2021 to 25/06/2021 and provided services to 300 COVID 

affected family members by sharing information such as beds availability, 

oxygen, hospitals, food supply, ambulance service and availability of 

online counseling for covid affected patient etc. 

 

Full details of each covid affected person and the services provided to 

them by each of the three service groups during twenty days were 

documented. 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

DETAILS OF 
THE 

STUDENT 

NAME & 
RELATION OF 
THE VICTIM 

CONTACT 
NO. OF THE 

VICTIM 

REASON FOR THE 
FEAR 

SUPPORTING 
POINTS 
GIVEN 

JUNE 06, 2021  

P.V.V.Mahesh 
Kumar, 
ECE (NSS), 
19A81A0498. 

Yasasvireddy 
brother 

+91 6304 071 676 His aunt suffering with 
covid. He was tensed 
that he also get the 
same 

I have explained 
how it's transmit 

and give 
emotional support 
 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 
19A81A0425. 

friend 9390407858 Her brother is suffering  
fromcovid.she is soo 
scared that it would 
affect her parents too.. 

so I advised her 
for a 
quarantine.and to 
consume healthy 
food like eggs.And 
to stay safe 
without any fear. 
 

M.Harish, 
ECE(NSS), 
19A81A0428. 

friend 6300334165  his grandfather 
suffering with covid.he is 
worring about his 
grandfathes situation 

,i gave emotional 
support  
to him and i said 
to him he will 
recover soon ,dont 
worry about 
grandfather 
situation . 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 
19A81A0593. 

 Friend 987654322 His uncle suffering with 
covid. He was tensed 
that he also get the 
same. 

I have explained 
how it's transmit 
and give 
emotional support 
 

JUNE 07, 2021 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 
19A81A0459. 

Uncle 9849554144 He was affected for mild 
fever. He git tensed that 
he may get covid. 

So i suggested him 
not to panic and 
get tested for 
covid and use 
proper medication 
prescribed by 
doctor 

Sowjanya, 
ECE(NSS), 
19A81A04C0. 

friend 9063544596  I have explained 
about prevention 
of COVID and 
asked how they 
are thinking or 
feeling about the 
situation 

M.Keerthana, 
ECE(NSS), 
19A81A0423. 

friend +91 85003 99965 He was tested positive. 
And was afride 

I gave him support 
and said some 

precations to be 
taken. And 

REPORT ON 20 DAYS FIELD WORK OF PSYCO-EMOTIONAL SERVICE GROUP 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 REPORT OF VOLUNTEERS FROM PSYCOSOCIAL SUPPORT CELL(20 DAYS PROGRAM) 



givvensupport 
that I’m there. 

P.V.V.Mahesh 
Kumar, 
ECE (NSS), 

19A81A0498. 

Pavan 
nephew 

+91 70326 29172 his mother was afraid to 
take vaccine.she is 
worring about her 

situation after taking the 
vaccine 

support  
to his mother and 

i explained the 
importance of 

taking vaccine and 
clerify some 

doubts about 
vaccination,and i 

motivate his 
mother to take 

vaccine . 

JUNE 08, 2021 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

aunt 9441250695 She attended her friends 
birthday party last 
week.Now she is 

suffering from 
fever,cold,bodypains.she 

is tensed that if she is 
affected by covid. 

 I gave her hope 
and kept her away 

from fear by 
telling her safety 
measures. I asked 

her the covid 
checkup and to 

stay in quarantine.  

M.Harish, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0428. 

 friend :7337073225  his grandmother 
suffering with covid.he 
was tensed that his and 
his parents get the same 

,i explained how 
the virus got 
effected and 
 some safty 

measures must 
take, and i gave 

emotional support  
to him. 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 

19A81A0593. 

 Friend :9182163541 His aunt suffering with 
covid. He was tensed 
that he also get the 

same 

I have explained 
how it's transmit 

and give 
emotional support 

 
 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0459. 

friend :8074964641   He was suffering from 
cynus since past. He got 
covid positive recently... 

Generally covid gets 
more effective for them 

he got tensed. 

So i suggested him 
not to panic and 
use prescription 

refered by doctor 
regularly 

 
 

JUNE 09, 2021 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0459. 

 Aunt 9491337144  She was suffering from 
gastric trouble since 4 
years. she got tensed 

that the medicine used 
for this is very heavy. 

So i suggest her 
not to panic and 
use the doctor 

prescription in a 
proper way 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

sister  :9346218621 A small function was 
arranged in her house in 
which 100 relatives took 
part.one of her relatives 
tested covid positive.so 

she is afraid that it 
would spread for their 

 I said her not to 
panic and go for 

the covidtest.And 
not to meet other 

people and to 
consult doctor for 

medication. 



family. 

P.V.V.Mahesh 
Kumar, 
ECE (NSS), 

19A81A0498. 

Nithin, 
friend 

+91 94902 12939 His uncle suffering with 
covid. He was tensed 
that he also get the 

same. 

I have explained 
how it's transmit 
and give 
emotional support 

 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

friend 8500788837 Her brother tested covid 
positive.so she is very 

tensed about her 
brother. 

 I suggested her to 
be alert when she 
is supplying food 
and medicines to 
him and to take 

care of him. 

JUNE 10, 2021 

M.Harish, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0428. 

friend 9391498439  his grandmother were 
died with covid.he is 

worring about the 
sudden dismiss of his 

grandmother 

,i gave emotional 
support  

to him and i 
explained 

importance of 
mental health on 

this 
crutialtime,and i 
tried to take him 

out. 
 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 

19A81A0593. 

 relative 7989523604 My brother in law is 
suffering from covid...I 
advised him not to get 

panic 

.I brought up 
courage in him 

with my 
supportive words. 

 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0459. 

Brother 6301456471 
 

  He was enjoying alot 
with his friends from 2 
days. After 2 days he 

was attacked with mild 
cold, cough.  

 So I suggested 
him to get covid 

test before it gets 
severe with 

correct 
medication 

 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0459. 

uncle 9989998033  He met one of his 
business partner who 

was tested with 
covidunknowingly. So he 

got covid positive. He 
was getting alot of 

tension about his family.  

So i suggested him 
not to panic and 
get tested for his 
family members 

too and use 
proper medication 

JUNE 11, 2021 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

friend 9133133712 Her father tested covid 
positive who lives in 

Hyderabad. At present 
he is in quarantine in 
Hyderabad hospital. 

i suggested her to 
keep him happy 
by diverting his 

pain through some 
video calls and 

make him happy. 
 

P.V.V.Mahesh 
Kumar, 
ECE (NSS), 

19A81A0498. 

Guptha, 
friend 

+91 96525 80337 
 

 his grandmother 
suffering with covid.he 
was tensed that his and 
his parents get the same 

,i explained how 
the virus got 
effected and 
 some safty 

measures must 



take, and i gave 
emotional support  

to him. 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

friend :8688241195 He is suffering from mild 
covidsymptoms.he is 

tensed that it would be 
covud. 

i advised him not 
to go out and put 
holidays for work 
and to at home 
quarantine by 

taking proper food 
and to consult a 

doctor for 
medication.  

 

JUNE 12, 2021 

M.Harish, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0428. 

 friend :9032133383 his mother was afraid to 
take vaccine.she is 
worring about her 

situation after taking the 
vaccine 

support  
to his mother and 

i explained the 
importance of 

taking vaccine and 
clerify some 

doubts about 
vaccination,and i 

motivate his 
mother to take 

vaccine . 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 

19A81A0593. 

friend 6302372634 My friend's father 
suffered with 

covid....then I advised 
him to take all the 

precautions  

suggested them a 
good doctor for 

treatment.  

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0459. 

 sister :6304159149   Her husband was 
tested positive. In the 
process of preparing 
food and serving her 

husband. She also got 
tested positive. Her 
husband got tensed 

about their children's 

So I suggested him 
to send their 

children to any 
safest relatives 

house before they 
get tested 
positive.  

Sowjanya, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A04C0. 

sister's friend 7893848368  I provided with 
details of all the 

local health 
emergencies if 
they find more 
difficult to deal 

with 

JUNE 13, 2021 

M.Keerthana, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0423. 

friend +91 6304 563 343 Her uncle’s son died due 
to covid. 

I consoled her and 
said some points 
to support that 

family. 

P.V.V.Mahesh 
Kumar, 
ECE (NSS), 

19A81A0498. 

Harshith, 
friend 

+91 87122 55458 She and her father are 
suffering from severe 
fever.she afraid of her 

fathers health. 

 I gave her faith 
and hope that 

everything's going 
to be fine.and 
asked her for 

proper medication 



and to do 
exercises.  

 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

sister 7997933343 Her brother is suffering 
from high fever but he 

did not went for a check 
up thinking that it 

couldn't be corona.she is 
worried that if it is 

corona. 

 I requested her to 
take him for covid 

checkup and to 
stay in quarantine.  

 

M.Harish, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0428. 

friend 9347331613 his mother and father 
suffering with covid.he is 

worring about his 
parents situation and he 
tensed that he aslo get 

the same, 

,i gave emotional 
support  

to him and i 
explain how it will 
effectes and some 
saftymeasures,and 
i said to him they 

will recover 
soon ,dont worry 

about there 
situation. 

 

JUNE 14, 2021 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 

19A81A0593. 

friend 9440978518 My frnd is suffering from 
covid...I advised him not 

to get panic. 

 I preferred him to 
get vaccinated 

 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0459. 

aunt 9160648658 She was attended to one 
of his friends party. 

Though they took all 
safety precautions. one 
of his friend got tested 
covid positive. So she 

got tensed that she may 
be get attacks.  

So I suggest her to 
get isolated and 

take some vitamin 
tablets.  

 

Sowjanya, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A04C0. 

relative 8500451484  I have explained 
about the 

quarantine stay 
facilities since it 

was at initial stage 
 

M.Keerthana, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0423. 

friend +91 81424 21090 Her uncle died due to 
corona virus. 

I consoled her and 
gave support. 
And said some 
precautions.  

JUNE 15, 2021 

P.V.V.Mahesh 
Kumar, 
ECE (NSS), 

19A81A0498. 

Durga, 
sister 

+91 85003 25199 
 

Her neighbour got 
tested positive. She is 

afraid that her grandma 
would be affected 

I gave the 
required 

precautions. Some 
points to support 

her neighbour 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

uncle :8919963096 Since three days he is 
roaming outside with 
friends.since two days 

he is suffering from 
illness. He is scared that 
it may affect his friends 

 I asked him to 
stay calm patient 
and to make sure 

with covidtest.and 
I suggest him to 

make sure with his 



if it is covid. friends covid test 
also. 

 

M.Harish, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0428. 

aunty 9000412987 she was suffering with 
body pains and fever 

after vaccination .she is 
worring about her 

health 

i gave emotional 
support  

to her and i 
explaind the 

symptoms after 
vaccination ,dont 
worry about her 
health it normal. 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 

19A81A0593. 

sister 9391218222 My sister along with her 
entire family is effected 

with covid...  

 I made them 
aware of the  

safety methods of 
corona..and gave 
courage to them.. 

 

JUNE 16, 2021 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0459. 

Brother 9168297733 His father got affected 
from covid. He was 

addicted for smoking 
since many years.... so 
he got severed even at 
the starting stages of 

covid.  

 So I suggested 
him to join in a 

private and fully 
equipped hospital. 
Me and my family 

members tried 
alot for that 

hospital. 
Unfortunately We 
missed him  in this 
process. I felt very 

bad about this 
situation.  

 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 

19A81A0593. 

neighbour 9676534208 My neighbour aunt and 
uncle was effected with 

corona... 

.then I called them 
and gave moral 

support and to get 
panic about the 
covid and then I 
spoke to them 

daily to recover 
soon 

 

Sowjanya, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A04C0. 

relative 9912654242  As this patient was 
awaiting recovery 

followed by 
discharge,I 
completely 

assured him by 
moving towards 

recovery 

P.V.V.Mahesh 
Kumar, 
ECE (NSS), 

19A81A0498. 

Vijay, 
friend 

+91 93811 91725 
 

My frnd is suffering from 
covid...I advised him not 

to get panic. 

 I preferred him to 
get vaccinated 

 

JUNE 17, 2021 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

brother 9603915759 He went to Hyderabad 
for vaccination.after he 

 I enlightened him 
by explaining the 



19A81A0425. returned he is suffering 
with body pains and 

headach and fever.he is 
tensed if it is covid. 

side effects 
immediately after 
the vaccination.i 
sad him to stay 

relaxed and 
safe.and to take 

off his mask even 
in the house.  

M.Harish, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0428. 

aunty :9676653601 she was afraid to take 
vaccine and  worring 

about her health after 
taking the vaccine, 

,i gave emotional 
support  

to her and i 
explained the 
importance of 

taking vaccine and 
clerify some 

doubts about 
vaccination,and i 
motivate her to 

take vaccine. 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 

19A81A0593. 

sister in law 7893533074  When my sister in law 
was tested positive for 
covid...she became so 
panic that due to her 
whole family may be 

infected... 

then I said to get 
isolated in a room 

and gave her 
emotional 

guidance.... 
 
 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0459. 

Sister in law 8555803080 He was affected from 
covid. He got effected 

very slightly. But he has 
high B. P and Diabetes. 
He got tensed for that. 

So i suggest him 
not get panic and 
check out B.P and 
diabetes regularly.  

 
 

JUNE 18, 2021 

Sowjanya, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A04C0. 

mother's colleague 9951785036  I have explained 
to the patient 

about basic facts, 
information 

regarding their 
concerns 

P.V.V.Mahesh 
Kumar, 
ECE (NSS), 

19A81A0498. 

Ramjee, 
friend 

+91 80741 49710 He got the symptoms 
and afride to take test 

I adviced him to 
take test as early 
as possible and 

gave support that 
I’m there for you 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

friend :9014404988 She and her father are 
suffering from severe 
fever.she afraid of her 

fathers health. 

 I gave her faith 
and hope that 

everything's going 
to be fine.and 
asked her for 

proper medication 
and to do 
exercises.  

 

JUNE 19, 2021 

M.Harish, 
ECE(NSS), 

friend 9391046654 he is my friend ,his 
neighbours were 

,i explained how 
the virus got 



19A81A0428. effected by covid.he was 
tensed that his and his 
parents get the same 

effects and 
somesafty 

measures must 
take, and i gave 

emotional support 
to him. 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 

19A81A0593. 

brother :9391339371 My brother was tested 
positive...then I advised 
him to get aware of the 

covid disease... 

later I provided 
him with 

medicines and I 
gave him oral 

support 
 
 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0459. 

Sister 7815817356  She got tested for covid 
positive. She was so 

scared about her health.  

So I suggest her to 
check her pulse 

rate regularly and 
make sure to get 
vapourised daily.  

 
 
 

M.Keerthana, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0423. 

aunty +91 98486 22281 My aunt and sister were 
tested positive. 

I gave some 
precautions and 

asked their 
neightbours to 

take care of them. 

JUNE 20, 2021 

Sowjanya, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A04C0. 

friend 6281440828  I have suggested 
him about some 

reliable resources, 
regarding 

groceries delivery 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 
19A81A0593. 

 relative 6302456789 My brother in law along 
with his elder brother 
was tested positive for 

covid.. 

I suggested them 
to get 

quarantine...and I 
visited them daily 

and spoke to them 
to give mental 

support. 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

aunt 9247148217 Her father of age about 
65 was affected by 

covid.who is also having 
sugar,bp 

she is a lot afraid 
of his situation. So 
I gave her courage 

to look after his 
father.and to 
supply proper 

food.and to give 
medicines time to 

time. 
 

M.Harish, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0428. 

 friend 
 

7993559770  his mother was afraid to 
take vaccine,i gave 
emotional support  

 to her 

i explained the 
importance of 

taking vaccine and 
clerify some 

doubts about 
vaccination,and i 
motivate her to 



take vaccine. 
 

JUNE 21, 2021 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 

19A81A0593. 

Friend's sister 9490433074 My friend's sister 
effeted with covid...then 

I told her that covid 
nowadays is common to 

all age groups... 

.so there is no 
need to 

worry...just follow 
the precautions.... 
regarding covid... 

 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0459. 

uncle 9440527920  Recently He got 
vaccinated. After his 
vaccination he was 

affected for mild fever, 
cold. So he got tensed 

that he may be attacked 
for covid. 

. So I suggested 
him about the side 
effects of getting 
vaccination. I said 

him to stay 
isolated for some 
days and dont get 

paniced about 
this.  

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

aunt 8500205518 Her daughter is suffering 
from asthma since 2 

years.now she is 
affected by covid.she is 
afraid of her condition. 

 i suggested to 
take almost care 
of her daughter 
and make her 
happy so that 

Sowjanya, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A04C0. 

uncle :8886686464  I consulted him 
regarding giving 
some hope and 

support 

JUNE 22, 2021 

M.Keerthana, 
ECE(NSS), 
19A81A0423. 

sister +91 77022 45638 She was tested positive 
to covid 19.and afraid 
that her mother too 
would get effected. 

I gave the 
required 

precautions and 
suggested her to 
self quarentine in 

a room 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

brother 8688802825 He is having eosinophilia 
since childhood .. 
generally they get 

affected fast  

he got 
tensed ...I gave 

him the courage 
and made him 
confident and 

guided him the 
protocols that he 

should follow. 

M.Harish, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0428. 

friend 9390095607 her mother was afraid to 
take vaccine.she is 
worring about her 

situation after taking the 
vaccine, 

,i gave emotional 
support  

to her mother and 
i explained the 
importance of 

taking vaccine and 
clerify some 

doubts about 
vaccination,and i 

motivate her 
mother to take 

vaccine . 
 

Surendra,  best Friend 6302322211 My best friend was I helped them 



CSC(NSS), 
19A81A0593. 

 effeted with covid .... financial and 
mentally and was 
given some health 

instructions to 
recover well.. 

JUNE 23, 2021 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0459. 

Brother :9441000990 His father affected for 
covidand he got relaxed 
from this. As he cured 
from covid He went to 

his daily activitied 
before perfect isolation. 

 So I suggested his 
family member to 

get isolated for 
minimum 3 

months to get 
exact cure from 

covid.  
 
 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 

19A81A0593. 

 uncle :9391667784 My uncle was infected 
with corona along with 

his son... 

 I advised them to 
be isolated and 

gave the doctor's 
contact number to 
contact and take 
the precautions.  

M.Keerthana, 
ECE(NSS), 
19A81A0423. 

brother +91 88971 35767 My brother’s friend 
tested positive. 

I gave the 
required . 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

uncle 9133611231 His wife is suffering from 
covid.he is soo scared of 

her health. 

So I advised him to 
be brave not 

be afraid and to 
check pulse 

regularly and to 
eat protein food 

with regular 
exercise. 

JUNE 24, 2021 

M.Keerthana, 
ECE(NSS), 
19A81A0423. 

sister +91 76720 49477 My sisters friend tested 
positive. She was afride 

of her 

I gave the support 
and told her to 

support her friend 
and help her if 

requires any help 
by following 

covidrisrtictions. 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 

19A81A0593. 

Friend 918216366 
 

My friend is tested mild 
positive for covid.... 

 I encouraged him 
to do yoga and to 

take the safety 
methods to 

recover soon  
 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0459. 

Friend 9346141590  She was suffering from 
esnophilia since 

childhood. Her brother 
was affected from covid 

positive. so she got 
tensed that she may be 
get affected. As they get 

affected more. 

So I gave her  
courage and made 
her confident and 
explained some 

protocols that she 
should follow.  

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

friend 9010856709 His mother works as a 
nurse in hospital ....his 

 i gave his courage 
and told his to 



19A81A0425. mother and father were 
affected 3 times to 

covid... everyone in his 
locality stopped caring 

them because her 
mother works as nurse 

and if 
they go near them they 

to get affected they 
thought  

look 
after his mother 

as possible as she 
can 

JUNE 25, 2021 

M.Keerthana, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0423. 

friend +91 96429 14210 His friend got covid 
positive 

So I advised him to 
be brave not 

be afraid and to 
check pulse 

regularly and to 
eat protein food 

with regular 
exercise. 

M.Saisrilakshmi, 
ECE(NSS), 

19A81A0425. 

aunt :9494701057 She is suffering from 
covid who is suffering 
from gastric trouble 
since 3 years.as the 

medication 
would be heavy she is 

afraid. 

I suggested her 
not to be panic 

and use medicines 
suggested by 

doctor in a proper 
way. 

Y.Satwika, 
ECE(NSS), 
19A81A0459. 

:aunt 9490497744  Her daughter is 
suffering from asthema 
since childhood. she got 
affected from covid. Her 
daughter is afraid of her 

condition.  

So i suggested her 
to take almost 

care of her 
daughter and 

make her to be 
happy so that she 
may get diverted 
from this case for 
a while and she 
may get some 

confidence and 
brave.  

 
 

Surendra, 
CSC(NSS), 

19A81A0593. 

cousin :9490433073 My cousin is tested 
positive for covid 

 I instructed her to 
do yoga and 

meditation daily 
and to follow the 

safety precautions 
to recover soon 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DETAILS 
OF THE 
STUDEN

T 

NAME  OF THE 
VICTIM 

CONTACT 
NO. OF THE 

VICTIM 

SUPPORTING POINTS 
GIVEN 

IMAGES 

JUNE 06, 2021  

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 
CST(NSS) 

N.MANIKANTA  
          - 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food by 
them. 

-- 

SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 

P.BUJJI  
       - 

Distributed Masks, 
sanitizer to Aganavadi 
teachers and I also 
participated with them. 

 
SODAM YASASVI 
REDDY 
18A81A0379 
MECHANICAL-B 

K.MANIKANTA 630423738
9 

Passed the 

information 

from covid patient to 

free food provider. 

And provided food by 
them. 

 
N.AMBICA  
CST 
19A81A0648 

CH.SRINIVAS 949048226
3 

Passed the 

information 

from covid patient to 

free food provider. 

And provided food by 

them. 

                    - 

CH.HIMASAI 
SREE 
19A81A0610 
CST 

CH.RAGAVA 949344282
8 

Passedthe 

information 

from covid patient to 

free food provider. 

And provided food by 

them. 

- 

 
JUNE 06,2021 

REPORT ON 20 DAYS FIELD WORK OF SOCIAL SERVICE GROUP 



 N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 

CST(NSS) 

Created a website 
form 
for free food 
providers, 
Inorder to get food . 
Link: 
https://surveyheart.co
m 
/form/60a0f 
3f2f7b5525279b4ae60 
#welcome 

- Created a website form 
for free food providers, 
Inorder to get food . 
Link: 
https://surveyheart.co
m 
/form/60a0f 
3f2f7b5525279b4ae60 
#welcome 

  

SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 

18A81A04G4 
ECE-B. 

P.SURIBABU - Circulated masks and 
sanitizers Aganavadi 
teachers in his 
vommangi.  

 
SVS BHASKARA 
RAMA KRISHNA 

VEDANTHAM 
18A81A04H3 

ECE-A 

- - Shared information 
about oxygen 
concentrators 

By posting status 

 
 

GODAM 
YASASVI REDDY 
MECHANICAL-B 

19A81A0379 

-           - Created a website form 

for free food providers, 

Inorder to get food . 

Link: 
https://surveyheart.co
m/form/60a0f 
3f2f7b5525279b4ae60
#welcome 

 
 

https://surveyheart.com/form/60a0f3f2f7b5525279
https://surveyheart.com/form/60a0f3f2f7b5525279
https://surveyheart.com/form/60a0f3f2f7b5525279


N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 

CST 

-  - Created a website form 

for free food providers, 

Inorder to get food . 

Link: 
https://surveyheart.co
m/form/60a0f 
3f2f7b5525279b4ae60
#welcome 

 

CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 
CST 

19A81A0610 

- - Created a website form 

for free food providers, 

Inorder to get food . 

Link: 
https://surveyheart.co
m/form/60a0f 
3f2f7b5525279b4ae60
#welcome 

 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 

18A81A0374 
MECHANICAL-B 

- - Created a website form 

for free food providers, 

Inorder to get food . 

Link: 
https://surveyheart.co
m/form/60a0f 
3f2f7b5525279b4ae60
#welcome 

 

JUNE 07,2021 

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 

CST(NSS) 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 . 
 

https://surveyheart.com/form/60a0f3f2f7b5525279
https://surveyheart.com/form/60a0f3f2f7b5525279
https://surveyheart.com/form/60a0f3f2f7b5525279
https://surveyheart.com/form/60a0f3f2f7b5525279
https://surveyheart.com/form/60a0f3f2f7b5525279
https://surveyheart.com/form/60a0f3f2f7b5525279
https://surveyheart.com/form/60a0f3f2f7b5525279
https://surveyheart.com/form/60a0f3f2f7b5525279
https://surveyheart.com/form/60a0f3f2f7b5525279


SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 

18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

- - Posted as status about 
free food providers by 
Kakinada CHEYUTHA 
team as distributing 
food to poor people 

 
SODAM YASASVI 

REDDY 
MECHANICAL-B 

18A81A0379 

                - - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food. 

 
N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 
CST 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food. 

 
CH.HIMA SAI 

SREE 
CST 

19A81A0610 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food. 

- 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 
18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

KARTHIK   

ON JUNE 5,2021 
 

818681543
2 

Passed the 

information 

from covid patient to 

free food provider. 

And provided food by 

them.  
 

 

JUNE 08, 2021   them. 

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 

CST(NSS) 

RAMA KRISHNA 939006406
9 

Passed the 
information from 
covid patient to 

free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 08/06/2021 to 
11/06/2021 bythem. 

 . 



SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 

18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

 
RAJA AND HIS TEAM 

 Passed the information 
about distributing 
meals to kakinada 
government hospital 
surrounding people 
and also Itoinvolved in 
it. 

 
SODAM YASASVI 
REDDY 
18A81A0379 
MECH-B 

M.TARUN 630407167
6 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 08/06/2021 to 
11/06/2021 by them  .  

N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 

CST 

K S RAMU 949324282
8 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 08/06/2021 to 
11/06/2021 by them 

 

CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 

19A81A0610 
CST 

RAMU 630910639
9 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 08/06/2021 to 
11/06/2021 by them 

 . 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 

18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

REVANTH 733741294
3 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 08/06/2021 to 
11/06/2021 by them 

 
.  
 

JUNE 09, 2021 

N.GIREESH 
CST 

19A81A0647 

D.VENKAT 967675657
0 

Passed the 
information from 
covid patient to 

free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 09/06/2021 to 
16/06/2021 by them. 

- 

SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 

18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

- - Passed the information 
through whatsapp 
status   about Financial 
support to poor people 
by Rajendra and his 
partners 

 .  
 

SODUM 
YASASVI REDDY 

18A81A0379 
MECH-B 

K.GANGADAR 964242565
9 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 09/06/2021 to 

- 



16/06/2021 by them. 

N.AMBICA 
CST 

19A81A0648 

A.GANDHI 949067672
4 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 09/06/2021 to 
16/06/2021 by them.
 . 

-.  

CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 

19A81A0610 
CST 

A.KUMAR 949172137
9 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 09/06/2021 to 
16/06/2021 by them. 

- 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 

18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

L.MADHAVI 964842565
9 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 09/06/2021 to 
16/06/2021 by them. 

. 
- 

     

JUNE 10,2021 

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 

CST(NSS) 

CH.NAVEEN 897806682
4 

Passed the 
information from 
covid patient to 

free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 09/06/2021 to 
13/06/2021 by them 

- 

SUNKARA  
APPANNA BABU 

18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

K.NEELIMA  I motivated her in my 
village to take vaccine. 

.- 

SODUM 
YASASVIREDDY 

MECH-B 
18A81A0379 

P.PAVANI  Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 09/06/2021 to 
13/06/2021 by them 

-- 

N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 

CST 

 
CH.CHANDU 

798961025
3 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 09/06/2021 to 
13/06/2021 by them 

- 

CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 

19A81A0610 
CST 

 K.GAYATHRI 798961025
3 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 09/06/2021 to 
13/06/2021 by them 

- 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 

18A81A0374 

P.PAVAN 949404826
3 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 09/06/2021 to 

- 



13/06/2021 by them
 , 

 JUNE 11,2021 

N.GIREESH - - Conveyed 

information 

about free food 
delivery in 

sachivalayam , 
Eluru. 

.  
- 
 

SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 

18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

- - Pasted a poster related 
to free food delivery 
outside of 
sachivalayam in 
vommangi. 

 
 

N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 
CST 

- - Conveyed 

information 

about free food 
delivery in 

sachivalayam 
Munduru 

- 

Ch. HIMA SAI 
SREE 

19A81A0610 
CST 

- - Conveyed 

information 

about free food 
delivery in 

sachivalayam , 
Munduru 

 
- 

     

 JUNE 12,2021 

N.GIREESH 
CST 

19A81A0647 

 
- 

          - Passed the 
information about 
free food delivery 

near 
Old bus stand. 

 



SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 

18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

 
CH.RAMBAB

U 

- Distributed vegetables 
to poor people by me 
and my uncle 

 
SODUM 
YASASVI REDDY 
18A81A0379 
MECH –B 

- - Passed the information 
about free food 
delivery near 
amalapuram. 

 . 

N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 

CST 

- - Passed the 
information about 
free food delivery 

near 
tadikilapudi 

 

 
CH.HIMA SAI 

SREE 
19A81A0610 

CST 

- - Passed the 
information about 
free food delivery 

near 
tadikilapudi 

 

 
CHARAN 

KUMAR POSINA 
18A81A0374 

MECH-B 

- - Passed the information 
about free food 
delivery near 
amalapuram 

 
JUNE13,2021 

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 

CST(NSS) 

Y.MONOHAR - Passed the 
information from 
covid patient to 

free 

food provider. 

- 



And provided food 
from 13/06/2021 to 
20/06/2021 by them. 

SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 

 R.RAKESH - Distributed vegetables  
to poor people in 
vommangi. 

 
SODAM YASASVI 

REDDY 
18A81A0379 

MECH-B 

P V S S RAMASAI 789325220
1 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 13/06/2021 to 
20/06/2021 by them. 

- 

N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 

CST 

M.PRASAD 798977357
7 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 13/06/2021 to 
20/06/2021 by them. 

. 
- 

CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 

19A81A0610 
CST 

 
B.BABI 

798977357
7 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 13/06/2021 to 
20/06/2021 by them. 

- 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 

18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

RAMASAI 789325220
1 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 13/06/2021 to 
20/06/2021 by them. 

 
 
- 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 

18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

  Conveyed information 
about free food 

delivery in 
sachivalayamGopalapu

ram 

-.  

JUNE 14,2021 

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 

CST(NSS) 

RAJ KUMAR - Passed the 
information from 
covid patient to 

free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 14/06/2021 to 
20/06/2021 by them. 

 

 



SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

D.RAJABABU - Passed the information 
from covidpatient to 

free food provider 
and provided food . 

 
SODAM YASASVI 

REDDY 
18A81A0379 

MECH-B 

K .SAI TEJA - 
 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 14/06/2021 to 
20/06/2021 by them 

 

 
N.AMBICA 

19A81A0648 
CST 

A.KARTHIK - Passed the information 
from covid patient to 

free food provider. 
And provided food 

from 14/06/2021 to 
20/06/2021 by them 

 

 

CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 

19A81A0610 
CST 

A.ANUSHA - Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 14/06/2021 to 
20/06/2021 by them 

 
 

 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 

18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

K.SAI - Passed 
theinformation from 
covid patient to free 

foodprovider. 

And provided 
food from 

14/06/2021to 
20/06/2021 bythem 

 . 

     

JUNE 15,2021 

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 

CST(NSS). 

K.RAMESH - Passed the 
information from 
covid patient to 

free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 15/06/2021 to 
22/06/2021 by them. 

- 

SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 

CH.JAYA LAKSHMI            - Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 15/06/2021 to 
21/06/2021 

 - 

SODUM 
YASASVI REDDY 

D.TARUN 934702204
1 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 

- 



18A81A0379 
MECH-B 

free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 15/06/2021 to 
22/06/2021 by them 

N.AMBICA 
19A81A048 
CST 

M.KISHORE 949067672
3 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 15/06/2021 to 
22/06/2021 by them 

- 

CH. HIMA SAI 
SREE 
19A81A0610 
CST 

M.RATAYYA 949067672
3 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 15/06/2021 to 
22/06/2021 by them 

 
- 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 
18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

- 934702204
1 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 15/06/2021 to 
22/06/2021 by them 

 - 

     

 JUNE 16,2021 

N.GIREESH 
CST 
19A81A0647(NS
S) 

 
- 

 Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food. 

 
SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

 
- 

 
          - 

Posted as status on 
distributing fruits in 
Kakinada with police 
team support. 

 



SODUM 
YASASVI REDDY 
18A81A0379 
MECH-B 

-          - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 
N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 
CST 

-  
        - 

Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 
CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 
19A81A0610 
CST 

-           - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 



CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 
18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

-  
         - 

Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 
     

 JUNE 17,2021 

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 
CST(NSS) 

M.CHARAN 897811419
9 

Passed the information 
of covid food deliveries 
near Jangareddygudem 

               - 

SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

-  Organized to post the 
poster of free food 
delivery in nearby govt 
hospital in vommangi. 

 
- 

SODAM YASAVI 
REDDY 
18A81A0379 
MECH-B 

K.TEJA 891968566
2 

Passed the information 
of covid food deliveries 
near Jangareddygudem 

 
- 

N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 
CST 

N.PRIYA 939759586 Passed the information 
of covid food deliveries 
near Jangareddygudem 

 
- 

CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 
19A81A0610 
CST 

M.BHADRA 939075958
6 

Passed the information 
of covid food deliveries 
near Jangareddygudem 

 
- 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 

K.TEJA 891968566
2 

Passed the information 
of covid food deliveries 
near Jangareddygudem 

- 

     

 JUNE18,2021 

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0630 
CST(NSS) 

¤ BALA VAMSI  
          - 

Passed the 
information from 
covid patient to 

free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 18/06/2021 to 
22/06/2021 by them. 

 

SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

CH.NAGESH  
 - 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 18/06/2021 to 
22/06/2021 by free 
food providers. 

 



SODUM YASASVI 
REDDY 
18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

M.SPANDANA  
 

  
             - 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 18/06/2021 to 
22/06/2021 by them. 

 

N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 
CST 

Y.MANIKANTA           - Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 18/06/2021 to 
22/06/2021 by them. 

 

CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 
19A81A0610 
CST 

-  
 - 

Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food provider. 
And provided food 
from 18/06/2021 to 
22/06/2021 by them. 

 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 

M.SPANDANA             - Passed the 

information from 

covid patient to 

free food provider. 

And provided food 

from 18/06/2021 

to 22/06/2021 by 

them. 

 

     

 JUNE 19,2021   from 18/06/2021 to 

22/06/2021 by them. 

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 
CST(NSS) 

                   - - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 
SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

- 



ECE-B 

S V S BHASKARA 
RAMA KRISHNA 
VEDANTAM 
18A81A04H3 
ECE-A 

- - Shared information 
about vaccination in 
tadepalligudem 

 

SODUM YASASVI 
REDDY 
18A81A0379 
MECH-B 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 
N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 
CST 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 



CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 
19A81A0610 
CST 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 
CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 
18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 
JUNE 20,2021 

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 
CST(NSS) 

A THREE MEMBER 
FAMILY 

- Connected a family 
who are 
sufferingfromcovid 19 
to free food 
deliveryagents. 

- 

SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

PRATHIPADUHELP 
YOUTH 

- One day food 
distribution in 
prathipadu by HELP 
youth. 

 



SODAM YASASVI 
REDDY 
18A81A0379 
MECH-B 

A FIVE MEMBER 
FAMILY 

- Connected a family 
who are suffering from 
covid 19 to free food 
delivery agents. 

 
N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 
CST 

A FIVE MEMBER 
FAMILY 

- Connected a family 
who are suffering from 
covid 19 to free food 
delivery agents.. 

 
CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 

A FIVE MEMBER 
FAMILY 

- Connected a family 
who are suffering from 
covid 19 to free food 
delivery agents. 

 
CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 
18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

A FIVE MEMBER 
FAMILY 

- Connected a family 
who are suffering from 
covid 19 to free food 
delivery agents. 

 
     

JUNE 21,2021 

N.GIREESH 
CST 
19A81A0647(NS
S) 

N.CHARAN 934601995
4 

Passed the information 
of covid food deliveries 
near narsapur 

- 

SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

S.SUMITRA  Passed the information 
of covid food deliveries 
near vijaywada 

- 

SODUM YASASVI CHARAN 799717293 Passed the information - 



REDDY 
18A81A0379 
MECH-B 

4 of covid food deliveries 
near narsapur. 

N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 
CST 

VENKAT 850057711
0 

Passed the information 
of covid food deliveries 
near narsapur 

- 

CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 

N.CHARAN 850057711
0 

Passed the information 
of covid food deliveries 
near narsapur 

- 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 

CHARAN 799717293
4 

Passed the information 
of covid food deliveries 
near narsapur 

- 

     

 JUNE 22,2021 

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 
CST(NSS) 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 
SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

- - Connected a family 
who are suffering from 
covid 19 to free food 
delivery 
agents.(CHEYUTHA 
TEAM) 

- 



SODUM YASASVI 
REDDY 
18A81A0379 
MECH-B 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 
N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 
CST 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 



CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 
19A81A0610 
CST 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 
     

     

JUNE 23,2021 

N.GIREESH 
19A81A0647 
CST(NSS) 

 

ANAND KUMAR 

- Segregated the 
information from the 
effected person and 
submitted to Food 
providers. 

 

SUNKARA 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 

A.RAMA MANI - Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food 
provider.(CHEYUTHA 
TEAM) 

 
SODUM YASASVI 
REDDY 
18A81A0379 
MECH-B 

K.S. RAMU - Segregated the 
information from the 
effected person and 
submitted to Food 
providers. 

 
N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 
CST 

M.THARUN - Segregated the 
information from the 
effected person and 
submitted to Food 
providers. 

 

CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 
19A81A0610 
CST 

M.THARUN - Segregated the 
information from the 
effected person and 
submitted to Food 
providers. 

 

CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 

LEELA - Segregated the 
information from the 
effected person and 
submitted to Food  



providers. 

     

 JUNE 24,2021 

N.GIREESH 
CST 
19A81A0647 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 
SUNKARAM 
APPANNA BABU 
18A81A04G4 
ECE-B 
 

K.SRIMANNARAYANA - Passed the information 
from covid patient to 
free food 
provider.(CHEYUTHA 
TEAM) 

 
SODUM YASASVI 
REDDY 
18A81A0379 
MECH-B 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food. 

 



N.AMBICA 
19A81A0648 
CST 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food. 

 
CH.HIMA SAI 
SREE 
19A81A0610 
CST 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 



CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 
18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food 

 
CHARAN 
KUMAR POSINA 
18A81A0374 
MECH-B 

- - Posted as status on 
details and form to fill 
about free food. 

 
 APRIL 24,2021 

S V S BHASARA 
RAMA KRISHNA 
VEDNTAM 
18A81A04H3 
ECE-A 

- - Created awareness 
about Original 
Remedesivir by posting 
status   

 

 MAY 06,2021 



S V S BHASARA 
RAMA KRISHNA 
VEDNTAM 
18A81A04H3 
ECE-A 

- - Circulated information 
about the oxygen 
portable cylinders 

 

 MAY 15,2021 

S V S BHASARA 
RAMA KRISHNA 
VEDNTAM 
18A81A04H3 
ECE-A 

HARI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SATYA 

- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- 

1.Talked with my friend 
Hari when his family 

affected and made him 
feel better 

 
 
 
 
 
2. Talked with my friend 
Satyanarayana and 
asked him about the 
condition of his father 
and made him feel 
better 

 

 MAY 16,2021 

S V S BHASARA 
RAMA KRISHNA 
VEDNTAM 
18A81A04H3 
ECE-A 

- - Circulated information 
about the oxygen plant 
and cylinders 

 

 MAY 22,2021 

S V S BHASARA 
RAMA KRISHNA 
VEDNTAM 
18A81A04H3 
ECE-A 

VAMSI KRISHNA - Shared information 
about importance of 
proning 

 

MAY 31,2021 



S V S BHASARA 
RAMA KRISHNA 
VEDNTAM 
18A81A04H3 
ECE-A 

KRISHNA CHAITANYA - Shared the information 
about Chiranjeevi 
oxygen bank Eluru 
constituency 

 
JUNE 01,2021 

S V S BHASARA 
RAMA KRISHNA 
VEDNTAM 
18A81A04H3 
ECE-A 

- - 
 

Shared the information 
about Chiranjeevi 
oxygen bank 
Narasapuram 
constituency 

 

JUNE 28,2021 

S V S BHASARA 
RAMA KRISHNA 
VEDNTAM 
18A81A04H3 
ECE-A 

- - Shared Information 
about the Vaccination 
Locator 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 

DETAILS OF 
THE STUDENT 

DATE 
PERSON 

NAME 
CONTACT DETAILS 

DESCRIPTION OF MEDICAL 
SERVICE  

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

 
05-06-2021 SK. Masthan 7702572970 

I helped him to inform the 
availability of beds 

Address:-American Hospital, 
Nuzvid 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

06-06-2021 
K.NagaRatna

m 
9290165191 

I will enquiry to the vacincentre 
tells all the details and provide 

vehicle. 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

06-06-2021 SK. Rafi 9849631647 

I Informed him to about COVID-
19 Test Center 

Address:-Gollapalli, Govt. 
Hospital 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

06-06-2021 M.Devi 9396307888 Advised to consult Doctor 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 
 
 

06-06-2021 
M.subhraman

yam 
9666231153 

I helped in oxygen cylinders 
availability, 

Name:chamundeswari surgical 
Contact no:9963002672 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

07-06-2021 G.Yaswanth 9603396653 
Tells all the uses of vaccination 

and suggest to take the 
covidvacin. 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

07-06-2021 Ramesh 9177473776 

I Informed him to about COVID-
19 Test Center 

Address:-Gollapalli, Govt. 
Hospital 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

07-06-2021 N.Sreedhar 9986568907 
Gave information about oxygen 

cylinder 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 
 

07-06-2021 E.venkatarao 7032681355 

I helped in isolation 
centreavailabilityAddress:near 

vestige stock point unagaralavari 
street 

ambedkarnagartadepalligudem. 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

08-06-2021 J.Manikanta 8499962982 
I will enquiry to the covid-19  test 

centre and tells the details 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

08-06-2021 
Ch. Vijay 
Krishna 

9381471084 

I helped contact number of Ashaa 
worker number 

Address: Mallayagudem Village, 
Chintalapudi. 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

08-06-2021 K.Revathi 7032459760 Advised to use tablets 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 

 

08-06-2021 
A.ananthalaks

hmi 
9951561191 

I helped ambulance driver 
number near of her village. 

Driver name:basha 
Contact number:9550267303 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

09-06-2021 KiranGaru 9885006604 
Collect all the nearest oxygen 

centre phone number and gives 
the details. 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

09-06-2021 Ch. Venkatrao 7382717619 
I helped in vaccination centers 

details 
Address: Near Sathupally 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 

09-06-2021 A. Annapurna 9494971579 
Gave information about covid test 

centre 

REPORT ON20 DAYS FIELD WORK OF MEDICAL SERVICE GROUP 



19A81A0116 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 

 

09-06-2021 M.durga 9652151153 

I helped contact number of asha 
worker number 
Name:manimala 

Contact no:7893736118 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

10-06-2021   

Collect the low cost covid 19 
check up hospitals in Kakinada 
( At miyagynact medical care – 

Kakinada 9949236050 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

10-06-2021 Nagamani 7337284677 

I helped in availability of 
hospitals 

Address: Near Sathupalli 
Mallayagudem 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

10-06-2021 V.Joshna 9075258002 Advised to use tablets 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 

 

10-06-2021 A.bhimanna 6309704699 

I helped vaccination address 
Near M P ele school sc area 

tpgmandal,venakataramanagude
m. 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

11-06-2021 P.Ramesh 9893252201 
Give the Krishna Putnam 

ayurvida medicine 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

11-06-2021 A Vamsi 7036543405 

I informed and advised  him to 
take a vaccination and Do a 

Covid test 
Address :- Pakalagudem, 

Sathupally 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

11-06-2021 M.Sai 7674942527 Advised to consult Doctor 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 

 

11-06-2021 samalamani 9160549854 

I helped in availability of beds 
Address:mothervani hospital 

housing board colony 
tadepalligudem. 

Contact number:08818244950 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

12-06-2021 T.Srinivas 8919099293 I well to helps to treatment in---- 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

12-06-2021 G Vamsi 9493810360 
I helped in covid-19 testing centre 

near his place 
Address: Mallayagudem 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

12-06-2021 P.Nagamani 9951782733 Advised to consult Doctor 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 

 

12-06-2021 m.harsha 8886541828 

I helped in vaccination cpenters 
Address:c 

Kondayyacheruvu medical 
laboratory tadepalligudem 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

13-06-2021 ChSatyavathi 8333851131 
I helped him to buy medicines 

Address: Mallayagudem 
Chintalapudi 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

13-06-2021 M Teja 9573369943 

I helped in timings of vaccination 
center near of his home Village 

Time:10:00 am to 4:00pm 
Address: Mirazapuram 

ZP High School 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

13-06-2021 M.Padma 9494008137 
Gave information about covid test 

vaccine centre 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 

 

13-06-2021 k.lokesh 9949928039 

I helped in covid-19 testing centre 
near his place 

Address:rastrapathiroad,near 
ZPHS high school tanuku 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
14-06-2021 P.Sai ram 6804217849 

I well enquiry to the vacincentre 
and tells the address and full 

details. 



 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

14-06-2021 Rajesh 9100244453 

I helped him to inform 
vaccination 

Location:_ near Nuzvid Govt. 
Hospital 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

14-06-2021 M.Srinu 9848648128 Advised to use tablets 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 

 

14-06-2021 swetha 7036795411 

I helped blood donor numbers 
Name:y.manikanta 

Blood group:A+ 
Contact number:9505992636 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

15-06-2021 
E. 

Saipurushotha
m 

9885331507 
I well says the food dict in corona 

time and gives some nuts. 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

15-06-2021 M Jaichandra 9046402539 

I helped him to inform 
vaccination 

Location:- Near Nuzvid Govt. 
Hospital 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

15-06-2021 N,Kumar 9912130082 Advised to use tablets 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 
 

15-06-2021 Ch.murali 7013831515 
I helped in timings of vaccination 

center near of his home town 
Time:10:00 am to 4:00pm 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

16-06-2021 K.venkatesh 7708931475 

I will says best and low cost 
hospital in Kakinada 

ATMIYA .Grna medical care 
9949256050 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

16-06-2021 T Yaswanth 9100136428 
I helped in timings of vaccination 

center near of his home Village 
Time:10:00 am to 4:00pm 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

16-06-2021 P.Sowmya 9542527756 
Gave information about oxygen 

cylinder 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 
 

16-06-2021 tayaru 9949757674 

I helped in oxygen cylinders 
availability 

Address:oxygen equipment 
supplier,MDR224,konda Gunturu 

Andhra pradesh 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

17-06-2021 SK. Kadarvali 7995682630 I advise him to consult a doctor 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

17-06-2021 G.Ishwarya 9505135545 Advised to consult Doctor 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 
 

17-06-2021 Pavani 7780548475 

I helped in availability of 
vaccination center 

Address:zph school 
kadiyaddatadepaliigudemmandal 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

18-06-2021 N.Satish 9848353185 
Enquiry to the vacincentre and 
tells the details and gives asha 

worker mobile number. 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

18-06-2021 Nani 9951690630 
I helped contact number of Asha 

worker number 
Near his locality 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

18-06-2021 P.Siri 9640917537 
Gave information about oxygen 

cylinder 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 

 

18-06-2021 v.chandra 9346713267 

I helped in availibilty of beds 
Address:alluresitaramraju 

academy of medical 
sciences(asram hospital)eluru NH 

5 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
19-06-2021 

P.LxhonSwam
y 

9891924418 
I will helps to treatment to the 
government general hospital 

kadapa 



 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

19-06-2021 Srilakshmi 9618685072 
I helped in availability of blood 

Address :Eluru 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

19-06-2021 G.Prakash  Advised to use tablets 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 
 

19-06-2021 k. Uma 9182027999 
I helped in testing center 

Address:jp road opposite icic 
bank bhimavaram 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

20-06-2021 M.Yeswanth 986614469 
I well says the benefits of 

vaccination and suggest to take 
the vacin 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

20-06-2021 Durga Prasad 6305507319 
I advised him to Do a covid test 

Address :- Tanuku 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

20-06-2021 S.Raju 9346408373 Advised to consult Doctor 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 
 

20-06-2021 jyothi 9951539931 

I helped in availability of 
ventilators near 

Address:kakinadarangaraya 
medical college east godavari 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

21-06-2021   
Tells all the important of yoga 

and meditation 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

21-06-2021 Raviteja 6305388035 
I helped him covid  vaccination  

center 
Address: Eluru 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

21-06-2021 K.Tunuja 9440020342 Advised to use tablets 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 
 

21-06-2021 Maniisha 9866122732 

I helped in vaccination dose 
availability 

Address :sudha hospital society 
road,tanuku 

 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

22-06-2021 Likithsri 9612489678 
I helped in beds availability 

Address:Tadepalligudem, Mother 
Vahini Hospital 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

22-06-2021 
K.Susmitha 

Devi 
9951225228 Advised to consult Doctor 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 
 

22-06-2021 apparao 9666855662 I advised to consult a doctor 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

23-06-2021 K.suranna 9553972261 
I will helps to the medical 

checkup and tells the details of 
covid-19test centers 

Shaik Imran 
18A81A0450 

23-06-2021 Chaitanya 8374931699 

I helped in timings of vaccination 
center near of his home Village 

Time:9:00 am to :00pm 
Address: Bapulapadu 

ZP High School 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

23-06-2021 N.Kishore 9848876263 
Gave information about oxygen 

cylinder 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 
 

23-06-2021 Ramulu 6309704699 

I helped in beds availability 
Address:tadepalligudem mother 

vani hospital housing board 
colony 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

24-06-2021 N.Nagababu 9618137171 
In corona time how to control the 
breathing problem and suggest 
some yoga tips and meditation 

Shaik Imran 24-06-2021 Manikanta 8978711432 I Advised him to consult a doctor 



18A81A0450 and do a coved test 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

24-06-2021 M.Yeshwanth 8500011706 Advised to use tablets 

ChalamcharlaAle
khyab 

19A81A1406 
 

24-06-2021 Aruna 9502366710 
I helped in vaccination center 

Address:venkataramannagudem 
government hospital sc colony 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

25-06-2021 
N.Rama 
Krishna 

7989470808 
Gave information about oxygen 

cylinder 

KAREDLA 
SUNEEL 

18A81A0119 
 

26-06-2021   
Donate some mocks in few 

people. 

M.SAI 
HARSHITHA 
19A81A0116 

26-06-2021 K.Ajay Kumar 9652744225 Advised to consult Doctor 
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“SERVE THE SOCIETY” 

 
 
 

THANK YOU 
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HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT      SRI VASAVI ENGINEERING COLLEG 
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